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PubMed data

The data needed for constructing the expert profiles could be 
extracted from various Web sources. 



Expertise 
Retrieval

The task of finding the right person with the appropriate skills and 
knowledge with respect to a topic.

For example, given a textual topic (e.g., “Expertise Retrieval”), 
rank experts in descending order of expertise.



Expert 
profiling and 

Expert finding

 Expert finding: Expert finding experts are the task of finding the 
right person with the appropriate skills and knowledge: “Who are 
the experts on topic X?”

 Expert profiling: While the task of expert finding is concerned 
with finding experts given a particular topic, the task of experts 
profiling turns around and asks “What topics do a person know 
about?”

 For instance, Stanford part-of-speech tagger can be used to 
annotate the different words.



Identification 
of subject 
experts

An expert profile can be associated with information that 
includes: name, e-mails, address, affiliation, a list of publications, 
co-authors and etc.

Personal data = { e-mails, name, affiliation, co-authors … }

List of keywords = { ki1, ki2, … kin }, where i is i = 1, 2, 3, … n



The problem 
with ambiguity

The expert’s personal data can be used to resolve the problem 
with ambiguity. This problem refers to the fact that multiple 
profiles may represent one and the same person.

Dynamic Time Warping based approach to deal with the 
ambiguity issue.



Weighting 
method

There is no standard or absolute definition for accessing expertise.

Weighting method – assess the levels of expertise of an expert to 
the domain-specific topics

 Each keyword kij in expert i is associated with a weight wij

 Each expert can be presented by two components:
 a list of describing keywords
 a vector of weights 



Expertise 
similarity

 It is a complicated task for calculation of expertise similarity.

 Similarity between two expertise profiles as a strength of the 
relations between the semantic concept associated with the 
keywords of two compared profiles.

Take the similarities between any pair of keywords 

Definition of semantic similarity between corresponding 
keywords:



Finding Similar 
Experts

A small number of examples who have been used to work on 
similar problems

For example , find the experts with the required expertise by 
entering the name of example expert and system will return a list 
of similar experts with close expertise

Domain of interest can be presented by several preliminary 
specified subject categories and then the experts can be grouped 
with respect to this categories



Formal 
Concept 
Analysis

 FCA is a mathematical classification technique
 Helps discover meaningful data in binary relations
Can be visualized with Concept Lattices
 Input: A context <O, A, R>

O is a set of objects
A is a set of attributes
R is a binary relation between O and A

Mapping:
Common attributes of a set of objects:

 Common objects of a set of attributes:

Output: Concepts <O’, A’> s.t.

    RaoOoAaOOCA  ,:''

    RaoAaOoAACO  ,:''
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Formal 
Concept 
Analysis

A formal context consists of the set of the n experts, the set of 
main categories { C1, C2, …, Ck} 

The formal concept is defined as a pair (X, Y) , where:
X ⊆    ⊆   , ∀ expert ∈ ∀ area in Y
∀ expert ∉

, there is a subject area in Y that does not contatin that expert
∀ subject area that is not in Y, there is an expert in X who is not 

associated with the area

The concept lattice represents a subset of experts belonging to  a 
number of subject areas

The set of all concepts partitions the experts into a set of disjoint 
expert areas



Evaluation 
metrics

The similarity between two different expertise retrieval results, it 
can be assessed by:
 Resemblance r

 Containment c

Silhouette Index is defined as: 



Data 
extraction and 
preprocessing

Extracted a set of 4343 Bulgarian authors from PubMed

After resolving the problem with ambiguity they are reduced to 
3753 different researches.

Each author is represented by a list of MeSH headings and a 
vector of weights  



Results –
Weighting 
expertise



Results – FCA 
based expert 
clustering
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